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Abstract
Splitting o! a pair of edges su, sv in a graph G means replacing these two edges by a new
edge uv. This operation is well known in graph theory. Let G=(V + s; E+F) be a graph which
is k-edge-connected in V and suppose that |F | is even. Here F denotes the set of edges incident
with s. Lov,asz (Combinatorial Problems and Exercises, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1979) proved
that if k¿ 2 then the edges in F can be split o! in pairs preserving the k-edge-connectivity
in V . This result was recently extended to the case where a bipartition R ∪ Q = V is given
and every split edge must connect R and Q (SIAM J. Discrete Math. 12 (2) (1999) 160). In
this paper, we investigate an even more general problem, where two disjoint subsets R; Q ⊂ V
are given and the goal is to split o! (the largest possible subset of) the edges of F preserving
k-edge-connectivity in V in such a way that every split edge incident with a vertex from R
has the other end-vertex in Q. Motivated by connectivity augmentation problems, we introduce
another extension, the so-called split completion version of our problem. Here, the smallest set
F∗ of edges incident to s has to be found for which all the edges of F + F∗ can be split o!
in the augmented graph G = (V + s; E + F + F∗) preserving k-edge-connectivity and in such
a way that every split edge incident with a vertex from R has the other end-vertex in Q. We
solve each of the above extensions when k is even: we give min–max formulae and polynomial
algorithms to ?nd the optima. For the case when k is odd we show how to ?nd a solution to
the split completion problem using at most two edges more than the optimum.
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1. Introduction
Splitting o! two incident edges su, sv in a graph means deleting su, sv and adding
a new edge uv. This operation is a fundamental tool in several problems involving
connectivity of graphs. The existence of a pair of edges which can be split o! preserv-
ing certain connectivity properties of the graph often leads to inductive proofs and/or
eJcient algorithms for optimization problems.
Lov,asz introduced this operation in 1974 and proved the following basic result.
Theorem 1.1 (Lov,asz [11]). Let G = (V + s; E) be a graph with a designated vertex
s of even degree and suppose that G is k-edge-connected in V, that is, there are at
least k edge-disjoint paths between every pair of vertices of V, for some k¿ 2. Then
for every edge st there exists an edge su such that the graph obtained by splitting
o> the pair st, su is k-edge-connected in V.
Clearly, a splitting operation may decrease (and cannot increase) the edge-connectivity.
Theorem 1.1 shows that by choosing an appropriate (“admissible”) pair st; su incident
to s we can preserve the edge-connectivity in V by splitting o! st and su. By repeated
applications of the theorem we obtain that there exists a complete admissible splitting
at vertex s, that is, the edges incident to s can be paired in such a way that splitting
o! all the pairs (and removing s) results in a k-edge-connected graph on V .
Somewhat later Mader [12] gave a powerful extension of Theorem 1.1 concerning
splittings preserving the local edge-connectivities in G. Mader [13] proved the directed
counterpart of Theorem 1.1, too. This latter result was re?ned later by Frank [6] and
Jackson [10]. These theorems have become standard tools in connectivity problems.
In the late 1980s a new application of the splitting o! operation was discovered.
Cai and Sun [5] gave an algorithm for solving the k-edge-connectivity augmentation
problem based on Mader’s splitting o! theorem. In this optimization problem, a graph
G and an integer k are given and the goal is to ?nd the smallest set F of new edges
for which G + F is k-edge-connected. Frank [7] improved and extended the results of
[5]. These results and subsequent work on more general augmentation problems led to
the investigation of possible extensions of the basic splitting o! theorems. For example,
some extensions to mixed graphs are given in [1]. Another way of generalizing the
splitting o! results is to consider problems where not only the k-edge-connectivity must
be preserved but the split edges have to satisfy some additional property P, as well.
Examples of this type include the problems of ?nding complete admissible splittings
which preserve the bipartiteness [2], simplicity [3], or planarity [14] of the graph. Note
that the problem of deciding whether a complete admissible splitting exists turned out
to be polynomially solvable in the ?rst case (bipartiteness) and NP-hard in the second
case (simplicity). The third problem (planarity) is still open. For a survey of this area
and its applications see [8,9].
Based on a new proof technique developed in [2], we introduced [4] a new approach
to solve constrained augmentation problems, where the augmenting set has to satisfy
a certain additional property P as well. In this approach, an important step of the
solution is the following so-called split completion problem (with respect to property
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P): given a graph G = (V + s; E) an integer k¿ 2 such that G is k-edge-connected
between vertices of V , ?nd a minimum cardinality set of new edges incident with s
such that the new graph G∗ has a complete admissible splitting at s (i.e. one that
preserves k-edge-connectivity in V ) such that the set of split edges satis?es P. In [4]
it was also shown how previous work in [2,3,14] ?ts this framework.
In this paper, we consider the following split completion problem (called the (R;Q)-
split completion problem): given a graph G = (V + s; E) which is k-edge-connected
in V , disjoint subsets R, Q of V and an integer k¿ 2, ?nd a minimum cardinality
set F∗ of new edges incident with s such that the new graph G + F∗ has a complete
admissible splitting at s satisfying that every edge from s to R in G is split o! with
an edge from s to Q.
The case R ∪ Q = V contains the bipartition-constrained edge splitting problem
as a special case which was solved in [2] and then used in the solution of the
bipartition-constrained augmentation problem. It was also shown in [2] that, in the
case of R ∪ Q = V , the case when k is odd is much more complicated than the case
when k is even. We solve the (R;Q)-split completion problem when k is even and
show how to obtain an almost optimal (at most two edges more than the optimum)
split completion when k is odd.
First, we solve the problem of ?nding the longest possible sequence of admissible
(R;Q)-splits in a given graph G = (V + s; E). The length of such a sequence will
be characterized by certain ‘obstacles’, that is, substructures of G which preclude the
existence of long admissible (R;Q)-splitting sequences and an algorithm to ?nd a
longest sequence will be given.
Then we show how to use this algorithm iteratively to solve the (R;Q)-split com-
pletion problem when k is even (and how to ?nd an almost optimal solution when k
is odd).
Finally, we note that the following related problem (called the R-split completion
problem) was solved in [4]: given G = (V + s; E) which is k-edge-connected in V , a
subset R ⊆ V and an integer k¿ 2, ?nd a minimum cardinality set F∗ of new edges
incident with s such that the new graph G+ F∗ has a complete admissible splitting at
s such that every edge from s to R in G is split o! with another edge from s to R.
2. Terminology and some basic results
Graphs in this paper are undirected and may contain parallel edges. We shall often
consider graphs G=(V + s; E+F) that contain a designated vertex s. In this notation,
F denotes the set of edges incident to s.
For two subsets X; Y ⊆ V; d(X; Y ) denotes the number of edges with one end-vertex
in X − Y and the other in Y − X . We de?ne the degree of a subset X as d(X ) :=
d(X; V − X ). A set consisting of a single vertex v is simply denoted by v. Thus d(v)
stands for the degree of v. The degree-function of a graph G′ will be denoted by d′.
An edge connecting the vertices x and y will be denoted by xy. Sometimes xy will
refer to an arbitrary copy of the parallel edges between x and y but this will not cause
any confusion. Adding or deleting an edge e in a graph G is often denoted by G + e
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or G−e, respectively. The subgraph of G induced by a subset X of vertices is denoted
by G[X ]. For a vertex v, we use N (v) to denote the set of vertices adjacent to v. A
subpartition of V is a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of V .
The operation splitting o> a pair vs, st of edges from a vertex s means that we
replace the edges vs, st by a new edge vt. If v = t then the resulting loop is deleted
from the graph. We use the notation Gvt to denote the graph obtained by splitting
o! the edges vs, st in G, if the vertex s is clear from the context. By a sequence
of splittings S = (sx1; sy1); : : : ; (sxr; syr) we mean a sequence of splitting operations
involving the pairs of S, executed in the given order. Thus, the pair sx2, sy2 is split
o! in Gx1y1 , and so on. A complete splitting from a vertex s (with even degree) is a
sequence of d(s)=2 splittings of pairs of edges incident to s.
A graph G = (V ′; E) is k-edge-connected in V ⊆ V ′ if
d(X )¿ k for all ∅ = X ⊂ V: (1)
The edge-connectivity of G = (V; E) is the largest integer k for which G is k-edge-
connected in V . From now on we assume k¿ 2 whenever we consider a graph satis-
fying (1). The following equalities are well known.
Proposition 2.1. Let H = (V; E) be a graph. For arbitrary subsets X; Y ⊆ V :
d(X ) + d(Y ) = d(X ∩ Y ) + d(X ∪ Y ) + 2d(X; Y ); (2)
d(X ) + d(Y ) = d(X − Y ) + d(Y − X ) + 2d(X ∩ Y; V − (X ∪ Y )): (3)
In the rest of this section we let s be a speci?ed vertex of a graph G=(V +s; E+F)
for which (1) holds, that is, G is k-edge-connected in V .
A subset ∅ = X ⊂ V is called dangerous if d(X )6 k + 1 and critical if d(X ) = k.
We say that X; Y ⊂ V are intersecting if none of the sets X − Y , Y − X and X ∩ Y
is empty. If X , Y are intersecting and V − (X ∪ Y ) = ∅, then X , Y are crossing.
We say that a pair of edges vs, st is an admissible pair if (1) holds in Gvt . Other-
wise vs, st form a non-admissible pair. An admissible complete splitting is a complete
splitting sequence S for which splitting all the pairs in S preserves (1). Note that per-
forming an admissible complete splitting and then deleting s gives a k-edge-connected
graph. It is easy to verify that if S= (sx1; sy1); : : : ; (sxr; syr) is an admissible splitting
sequence then these splittings form an admissible splitting sequence in every possible
order.
It is easy to see that vs and st are non-admissible if and only if there exists a
dangerous set X ⊂ V such that v; t ∈X .
Lemma 2.2 (Bang-Jensen and Jord,an [4, Lemma 2.2]). Let X; Y and Z be maximal
dangerous sets which are pairwise crossing. Then d(s; X ∩ Y ∩ Z) = 0.
Lemma 2.3 (Bang-Jensen and Jord,an [4, Lemma 2.3]). There exist no three pair-
wise crossing maximal dangerous sets X; Y; Z such that d(s; X ∩ Y ), d(s; X ∩ Z),
d(s; Y ∩ Z)¿ 1.
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Lemma 2.4. If X; Y; Z are maximal dangerous sets with d(s; X ∩ (Y − Z)), d(s; X ∩
(Z − Y )), d(s; Y ∩ (Z − X ))¿ 1, then d(s) = 3 and X ∪ Y = X ∪ Z = Y ∪ Z = V .
Proof. It follows from the assumptions on X , Y , Z that they are pairwise intersecting
and hence it follows from Lemma 2.3 that X ∪Y ∪Z =V . Applying (3) to each of the
pairs (X; Y ), (X; Z), (Y; Z), we get that d(s; X ∩Y )=d(s; X ∩Z)=d(s; Y ∩Z)=d(s; X ∩
(Y −Z))=d(s; X ∩ (Z−Y ))=d(s; Y ∩ (Z−X ))=1, d(X −Y )=d(Y −X )=d(X −Z)=
d(Z−X )=d(Y−Z)=d(Z−Y )=k and d(X )=d(Y )=d(Z)=k+1. It also follows from
(3), applied to X −Y and Z , that X −Y −Z=∅. Similarly, Y −X −Z=Z−X −Y =∅
and hence X ∪ Y = X ∪ Z = Y ∪ Z = V . Since X ∩ Y ∩ Z = (X ∩ Y ) − (X ∩ Y − Z)
(possibly X ∩ Y ∩ Z = ∅), the above inequalities yield d(s; X ∩ Y ∩ Z) = 0. This gives
d(s) = 3.
The proof of the following lemma is based on similar arguments.
Lemma 2.5. If X and Y are crossing maximal dangerous sets with d(s; X ∩ Y )¿ 1,
then the following holds: (a) k is odd, (b) d(X; Y ) = 0, (c) d(X ) = d(Y ) = k + 1,
(d) d(X ∩ Y ) = d(X − Y ) = d(Y − X ) = k, (e) d(X ∩ Y , V + s − (X ∪ Y )) = 1, (f)
d(X ∩Y; X −Y )=d(X ∩Y; Y −X )= (k−1)=2, (g) d(X −Y; V + s− (X ∪Y ))=d(Y −
X; V + s− (X ∪ Y )) = (k + 1)=2.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose d(s)¿ 4 and that X is a maximal dangerous set such that
d(s; X )¿ 2 and s has a neighbour t in V − X . Then for every choice of neighbours
u; v of s in X at least one of the pairs (su; st), (sv; st) is admissible for splitting.
Proof. Note ?rst that if d(s; w)¿ 2 for some w∈X then it follows from (3) that the
pair (sw; st) is admissible. Hence we may assume that u = v and d(s; u) = d(s; v) = 1.
Suppose now that none of the pairs (su; st); (sv; st) is admissible for splitting. Then
it follows from (3) that there exist two maximal dangerous sets Y , Z each containing
t such that u∈Y − Z and v∈Z − Y . Now the sets X; Y; Z and the fact that d(s)¿ 4
contradict Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.7. Let su, sv, sx, sy be four distinct edges (some of them may be parallel).
If (su; sv) and (sx; sy) are both admissible splittings in G, but (sx; sy) is not admissible
in Guv, then there exists a set Y with degree at most k + 3 in G which contains all
of u; v; x; y.
Proof. Since (sx; sy) is not admissible in Guv there is a maximal dangerous set Y
containing x; y in Guv. Observe that Y cannot be dangerous in G, since (sx; sy) is
admissible here. Thus, we must have u; v∈Y and now d(Y )6 k + 3.
Lemma 2.8. Let (sx; sy) be an admissible pair in G and suppose that X ⊆ V −{x; y}
is a maximal dangerous set in Gxy containing the end-vertices of two distinct edges
su; sv with u; v∈X and suppose that each of the splittings (su; sy), (sv; sx) is admissible
in G. Then (sv; sx) is admissible in Guy.
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Proof. If (sv; sx) is not admissible in Guy, then it follows from Lemma 2.7 that there
exists a set Y containing all of u; v; x; y such that dG(Y )6 k+3. Then Y is dangerous
in Gxy. Note that X ⊂ Y because of the maximality of X in Gxy. Thus, X , Y contradict
(3) since dGxy (s; X ∩ Y )¿ 2.
3. The (R; Q)-split completion problem
Let G=(V + s; E+F) be a graph satisfying (1) and let R;Q ⊂ V be disjoint. As be-
fore, F denotes the set of edges incident to the designated vertex s. An (R;Q)-splitting
is a splitting of a pair sr; sq of edges where r ∈R, q∈Q. A sequence S of splittings is
a complete (R;Q)-splitting if every split is an (R;Q)-splitting and after performing the
splittings in S, there are no edges from s to R. A complete splitting is (R;Q)-feasible
if every split is admissible and every split edge incident with a vertex from R has the
other end-vertex in Q. Observe that if d(s) is even then the existence of a complete
admissible (R;Q)-splitting is equivalent to the existence of a complete (R;Q)-feasible
splitting by Theorem 1.1.
Below, we shall consider the following problem (called the (R;Q)-split comple-
tion problem): given G; R; Q and k as above, ?nd a minimum cardinality set F∗ of
new edges for which the graph G∗ = (V + s; E + F + F∗) has a complete admissible
(R;Q)-splitting.
In this section, we shall show how to solve the (R;Q)-split completion problem when
k is even. As we remarked, the case when k is odd is much more complicated. In
Section 4, we provide a solution which uses at most two more edges than the optimum
in the case when k is odd.
Most of our preliminary results are valid for arbitrary k. We shall always indicate
if a statement is valid for even k only. Furthermore, some claims will be valid only if
d(s) is even. We shall also indicate if this restriction is necessary.
3.1. Maximal (R;Q)-splitting sequences and local C4-obstacles
Using the basic lemmas from the previous section, our ?rst goal is to characterize
the situation when there is no more admissible (R;Q)-splitting. In other words, we
describe some properties of those graphs that we get from G by executing a maximal
(R;Q)-splitting sequence. We shall assume that d(s; Q)¿d(s; R)¿ 1.
Lemma 3.1. If there is no admissible (R;Q)-split involving the edge su, u∈R, then
either there exists a unique maximal dangerous set X containing (N (s)∩Q)∪{u}, or
there exist two intersecting maximal dangerous sets X , Y covering (N (s)∩Q)∪ {u},
such that u∈X ∩ Y , d(s; X ∩ Y ) = 1 and d(s; (X − Y ) ∩ Q), d(s; (Y − X ) ∩ Q)¿ 1.
Furthermore, if k is even and the latter case applies, then X ∪Y =V and d(s) is odd.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.2 and the existence of the edge su, that there do not
exist three pairwise crossing maximal dangerous sets each containing u. Hence, we
can cover (N (s) ∩ Q) ∪ {u} by either one maximal dangerous set or by two maximal
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Fig. 1. A local C4-obstacle. The set C may be empty. The black circles (except s) and white boxes indicate
the unique neighbours of s in R and Q, respectively, in the current graph.
dangerous sets, both of which contain u. If we need only one, then this is unique by
(3) because s has at least two neighbours in Q ∪ {u}. Suppose we need two maximal
dangerous sets X , Y . Clearly, this implies d(s; (X − Y ) ∩ Q), d(s; (Y − X ) ∩ Q)¿ 1.
It follows from the fact that u∈X ∩ Y and (3) that d(s; X ∩ Y ) = 1. To see the last
claim, ?rst observe that by Lemma 2.5 we have X ∪ Y = V if k is even and by (3)
d(X − Y )= d(Y −X )= k and d(X )= d(Y )= k +1 hold. Now it is easy to prove that
d(s) is odd.
De&nition 3.2. A local C4-obstacle is a partition A1; A2; B1; B2; C of V , where C may
be empty, with the following properties (Fig. 1):
(i) |N (s; R)|= |N (s; Q)|= 2,
(ii) d(s; A1) = d(s; A2) = d(s; B1) = d(s; B2) = 1,
(iii) N (s; R) ⊂ A1 ∪ A2 and N (s; Q) ⊂ B1 ∪ B2,
(iv) d(A1) = d(A2) = d(B1) = d(B2) = k,
(v) d(A1; A2) = d(B1; B2) = 0,
(iv) d(Ai; Bj) = (k − 1)=2 for i; j = 1; 2.
By de?nition, k is odd in a local C4-obstacle. Observe that if a graph contains a
local C4-obstacle, then there is no admissible (R;Q)-split. This follows from the fact
that each of the sets A1 ∪ B1, A1 ∪ B2, A2 ∪ B1, A2 ∪ B2 is dangerous.
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Also note that if C is not empty, then we must have k=3, since d(A1∪B1∪A2∪B2)=4
and k is odd.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that d(s; R)¿ 2 and there is no admissible (R;Q)-split in G. If k
is even, then there exists a unique maximal dangerous set X containing N (s)∩(R∪Q).
If k is odd and no such unique maximal dangerous set containing N (s) ∩ (R ∪ Q)
exists then G contains a local C4-obstacle A1; A2; B1; B2; C with C = ∅.
Proof. Let u∈N (s)∩R be arbitrary. Since there is no admissible (R;Q)-split involving
the edge su, we can apply Lemma 3.1. Suppose ?rst that there exists a unique maximal
dangerous set X covering (N (s) ∩ Q) ∪ {u}. If X contains all neighbours of s in R
then we are done, so suppose that there is some u′ ∈N (s) ∩ (R − X ). By the fact
that dG(s; Q)¿dG(s; R)¿ 2 we get that d(s; X ∩ Q)¿ 2. Let w; w′ ∈Q be arbitrary
neighbours of s in X ∩ Q. Then it follows from Lemma 2.6 that su′ can be split o!
with either sw or sw′, a contradiction.
Hence, we can assume that for every u∈N (s)∩R the second alternative in Lemma 3.1
holds. Fix u∈N (s)∩R and let X; Y be maximal dangerous sets covering (N (s)∩Q)∪{u}.
By Lemma 3.1, d(s; X ∩ Y ) = 1. Suppose one of X − Y , Y − X , say w.l.o.g. X − Y
contains a neighbour u′ = u of s in R. Let w be any neighbour of s in Q ∩ (Y − X ).
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that the pair (su′, sw) is admissible, contradicting our
assumption (if this splitting is not admissible, then there exists a maximal dangerous
set Z containing u′, w. It follows from the maximality of X; Y that X; Y; Z are pairwise
intersecting and by (3) u ∈ Z . This would imply d(s)=3 by Lemma 2.4, contradicting
the fact that d(s)¿ 4, because d(s; Q)¿d(s; R)¿ 2). Hence N (s)∩R∩ (X ∪Y )={u}.
In particular, X; Y are crossing and k is odd by Lemma 2.5. Let u′′ be a neighbour of
s in R− (X ∪Y ) and let X ′; Y ′ be maximal dangerous sets covering (N (s)∩Q)∪{u′′}.
By similar arguments we get that u′′ is the only neighbour of s in R ∩ (X ′ ∪ Y ′). It
follows from Lemma 2.6 and the fact that there is no admissible (R;Q)-splitting in G
involving the edge su′′, that s has precisely one edge to each of the sets X ∩ Q and
Y ∩Q. Let w∈X − Y and w′ ∈Y − X be the unique neighbours of s in Q (recall that
X ∪ Y covers N (s) ∩ Q). It follows from the fact that d(s; Q)¿d(s; R) that u; u′′ are
the only neighbours of s in R and that s has precisely one edge to each of u; u′′. Now
we conclude from our observations above that precisely one of w; w′ belong to X ′,
respectively, Y ′, say w.l.o.g. w∈X ′, w′ ∈Y ′.
Now each of the pairs (X; Y ), (Y; Y ′), (Y ′; X ′), (X ′; X ) are crossing and, hence,
we can apply Lemma 2.5 to each of these pairs. Let A1 = X ∩ Y , A2 = X ′ ∩ Y ′,
B1 = Y ∩ Y ′, B2 = X ∩ X ′ and C = V − (A1 ∪ A2 ∪ B1 ∪ B2). Using (2) and the max-
imality of X; Y; X ′; Y ′, it is not diJcult to see that X = A1 ∪ B2; Y = A1 ∪ B1; Y ′ = A2 ∪
B1; X ′ = A2 ∪ B2. Now properties (iv)–(vi) of the local C4-obstacle A1; A2; B1; B2; C
follow easily from Lemma 2.5 and (i)–(iii) follow from the observations above. Thus
G has a local C4-obstacle. Suppose that C = ∅. As we observed, this implies k = 3
and, hence, the set A1 ∪ A2 ∪ B1 ∪ B2 is dangerous. Thus, there is a unique maxi-
mal dangerous set containing u (and also N (s) ∩ (R ∪ Q)), contradicting our assum-
ption.
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Summarizing the possible situations when no admissible (R;Q)-split exists we obtain
the following.
Lemma 3.4. If there is no admissible (R;Q)-split in G, then one of the following
holds:
(a) There is a (unique maximal) dangerous set X which contains all neighbours of
s in R ∪ Q.
(b) d(s; R) = 1 and there exist two intersecting maximal dangerous sets X; Y both
containing u such that all neighbours of s in Q are in X ∪ Y . Furthermore, if k
is even, then X ∪ Y = V and dG(s) is odd.
(c) k is odd and there is a local C4-obstacle A1; A2; B1; B2; C in G with C = ∅.
3.2. (R;Q)-obstacles
In this subsection we introduce another ‘obstacle’ and show how the existence of
such a substructure limits the length of a maximum admissible (R;Q)-splitting se-
quence.
For proper subsets ∅ = X ⊂ V we de?ne the following parameter:
c(X ) = k − (dG−s(X ) + d(s; X − R− Q) + d(s; Q)− d(s; R ∩ X ) + d(s; Q − X ))
= k − (d(X )− 2(d(s; R ∩ X )− d(s; Q − X ))): (4)
An (R;Q)-obstacle is a subset X ⊂ V with c(X )¿ 0.
The next lemma gives an upper bound on the length of an admissible (R;Q)-splitting
sequence in G in terms of (R;Q)-obstacles. In particular, it shows that if G contains
an (R;Q)-obstacle, then no complete admissible (R;Q)-splitting exists.
Lemma 3.5. If X is an (R;Q)-obstacle with " := c(X )¿ 0, then for every sequence
S of admissible (R;Q)-splittings we have dG′(s; R∩X )¿ "=2 in the graph G′ which
we obtain by performing the splittings in S.
Proof. Let d(X ) = k + #, where #¿ 0 by (1). Since c(X ) = " we have
dG−s(X ) + d(s; X − R− Q) + d(s; Q)− d(s; R ∩ X ) + d(s; Q − X ) = k − ";
(5)
d(X ) = dG−s(X ) + d(s; X − R− Q) + d(s; R ∩ X ) + d(s; Q ∩ X ) = k + #: (6)
Combining (5) and (6) we get
d(s; R ∩ X ) = d(s; Q − X ) + # + "
2
: (7)
Let m be the number of splittings in S that pair edges from s to R∩ X with edges
from s to Q − X . Clearly m6d(s; Q − X ). The only other type of (R;Q)-splittings
that a!ect the number of edges from s to R ∩ X are those of the kind (sr; sq), where
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r ∈R ∩ X , q∈Q ∩ X . These will reduce the degree of X by 2 per splitting and hence
we have at most #=2 splittings of this kind. Now the claim follows easily.
Let
%(G) := max{c(X ) :X is an (R;Q)-obstacle in G}; (8)
!(G) := max{c(Y ) :Y is an (R;Q)-obstacle in Gwith Q ⊂ Y}: (9)
If no such obstacle X or Y exists then the corresponding parameter (%(G) or !(G))
is de?ned to be zero. An (R;Q)-obstacle Z is tight (respectively, semi-tight) if c(Z)=
%(G) (respectively, c(Z) = %(G)− 1).
3.3. The longest (R;Q)-splitting sequences when k is even
In this section we assume that k is even.
In the solution of our split completion problem, the following related problem turns
out to be essential: given G; R; Q and k as before, ?nd the longest possible admissible
(R;Q)-splitting sequence.
We now describe an algorithm, which we call the splitting routine R, and prove that
it ?nds a longest (R;Q)-splitting sequence when d(s) is even and an ‘almost longest’
(R;Q)-splitting sequence if d(s) is odd. In particular, we obtain a characterization of
the case when a complete (R;Q)-splitting sequence exists when d(s) is even.
Splitting routine R: The input of the splitting routine is a graph G=(V + s; E+F),
satisfying (1) with respect to some k¿ 2 and disjoint sets R;Q ⊂ V . Furthermore,
a sequence S′ of admissible (R;Q)-splittings is also given, which is empty unless
de?ned otherwise. In addition, the input graph has to satisfy
dG(s; Q)¿dG(s; R): (10)
Step 1: Perform S′ and then continue splitting admissible (R;Q)-splittings as long
as possible. Let S= (sx1; sy1); : : : ; (sxr; syr) be the maximal (R;Q)-splitting sequence
obtained this way. (Here xi ∈R; yi ∈Q for each 16 i6 r.) Let G′ be the graph obtained
from G by splitting o! the sequence S. If S is a complete (R;Q)-splitting, then R
halts.
Comments. Clearly, if R, halts in Step 1 then S is a longest admissible (R;Q)-splitting
sequence. If R does not halt in Step 1 then we have r6dG(s; R) − 1. By (10) this
implies dG′(s; Q)¿dG′(s; R)¿ 1. By the maximality of S it follows that in G′ for
each pair of edges sx, sy where x∈R, y∈Q there exists a dangerous set Zx;y containing
x and y.
Claim 3.6. In the graph G′ either
(1) there exists a (unique maximal) dangerous set X containing all neighbours of s
in R ∪ Q, or
(2) we have dG′(s; R) = 1, dG′(s) is odd and there exist two maximal dangerous
sets X , Y such that X ∪ Y = V , dG′(X ) = dG′(Y ) = k + 1, dG′(s; (X − Y ) ∩ Q),
dG′(s; (Y − X ) ∩ Q)¿ 1, and the only neighbour of s in X ∩ Y is from R.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4, using the assumption that k is even.
Step 2: If there is no dangerous set X as in Claim 3.6(1) then R halts and outputs
G′ and the sets X; Y of Claim 3.6(2). Else R identi?es the (unique) maximal dangerous
set X as in Claim 3.6(1). If Q−X is non-empty, dG′(s) is odd and dG′(s; R)=1, then
R halts and outputs X;S and G′.
Comments. Thus if R does not halt in Steps 1 or 2 then after Step 2 we have
Either Q ⊂ X or dG′(s) is even or dG′(s; R)¿ 2: (11)
The next step of the splitting routine depends on whether the ?rst or the second of
the following two cases holds.
Case 1: In the current splitting sequence S some splitting added an edge xiyi where
xi ∈R− X , yi ∈Q − X .
Since the splittings in S are admissible in any order, we can assume (i.e. we can
renumber the splittings so) that i = r holds, that is (sxi; syi) is the last split in the
sequence S. Let G′′ denote the graph obtained from G by performing the splittings in
S−(sxr; syr). Note that X is still maximal dangerous in G′′ (if a set is dangerous in G′′,
then it is also dangerous in G′). Let u∈R∩X , v∈Q∩X be arbitrary neighbours of s in
G′′. Since k is even and (sxr; syr) is admissible in G′′, we get that each of the splittings
(sxr; sv), (su; syr) is admissible in G′′. (Here we use that X is maximal dangerous in
G′′, that no dangerous set in G′′ contains both xr and yr and that, by Lemma 2.5, G
has no crossing maximal dangerous sets.) Now, Lemma 2.8 implies that (su; syr) is
admissible in G′′xrv and, hence, the sequence S
′ =S− (sxr; syr) + (sxr; sv) + (su; syr)
of (R;Q)-splittings is admissible, and has length r + 1.
Case 2: In the current splitting sequence S, every split adds an edge with at least
one end-vertex in X .
As before we denote by G′ the graph that we obtain from G by performing all
the splittings in S. Since we are in Case 2, it is not diJcult to check by (4) that
cG′(X )=cG(X ). Since X contains all neighbours of s in R∪Q in G′, we have dG′(s; Q)=
dG′(s; Q ∩ X ). From this we deduce that
k − cG′(X ) = dG′−s(X ) + dG′(s; X − R− Q) + dG′(s; Q)− dG′(s; R ∩ X )
+dG′(s; Q − X )
= dG′−s(X ) + dG′(s; X − R− Q) + dG′(s; Q ∩ X )− dG′(s; R ∩ X )
= dG′(X )− 2dG′(s; R ∩ X )
6 k + 1− 2dG′(s; R ∩ X ): (12)
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From (12) and Lemma 3.5 we get
%(G)¿ cG(X ) = cG′(X )¿ 2dG′(s; R ∩ X )− 1







Hence, X is an (R;Q)-obstacle (since dG′(s; R)¿ 1), cG(X )¿ %(G)−1 and cG(X )=
%(G) if %(G) is odd. This means X is either tight or semi-tight. Furthermore, it follows
from the calculation above that cG(X )=2=dG′(s; R) and hence, by Lemma 3.5, X is
a ‘certi?cate’ that S is a maximum length (R;Q)-splitting sequence in G.
Step 3: If Case 1 holds then R returns to Step 1 with the current graph and S ′ :=
(sx1; sy1) + · · ·+ (sxr−1; syr−1) + (sxr; sv) + (su; syr). (Here xr; yr; u; v are chosen as in
the comments above.) If Case 2 holds then R halts and outputs the set X .
Clearly, R halts after at most dG(s; R) iterations. Summarizing the discussion above
we have:
Lemma 3.7. When algorithm R halts it outputs precisely one of the following:
1. A complete admissible (R;Q)-splitting sequence S for G and the resulting graph
G′.
2. A maximal (R;Q)-splitting sequence S in G, the resulting graph G′ in which the
following holds:
(a) dG′(s; R) = 1 and dG′(s; Q)¿ 2,
(b) there are two maximal dangerous sets X; Y such that X ∪Y =V; X ∩Y contains
the unique neighbour of s in R in G′ and dG′(X ) = dG′(Y ) = k + 1,
(c) dG′(s) is odd.
3. A maximal (R;Q)-splitting sequence S in G, the resulting graph G′ and a maxi-
mal dangerous set X of G′ which contains NG′(s; R ∪ Q), such that the following
holds:
(a) dG′(s; R) = 1,
(b) Q − X = ∅ and dG′(s) is odd.
4. A longest (R;Q)-splitting sequence S in G, the resulting graph G′ and a unique
maximal dangerous set X in G′ which contains all neighbours of s in R∪Q in G′.
Furthermore, X is a tight or semi-tight (R;Q)-obstacle in G.
We shall refer to these four possibilities by saying that R halts in cases 1, 2, 3
or 4, respectively. Clearly, when case 2 or 3 applies in the above lemma, then the
length of S is either maximum or one less than the length of a longest admissible
(R;Q)-splitting sequence.
If d(s) is even (and k is even), Lemma 3.7 implies the following characterization
for the existence of a complete admissible (R;Q)-splitting sequence (and hence for the
existence of a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting sequence).
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Theorem 3.8. Let k be even and suppose dG(s) is even. Then there exists a complete
admissible (R;Q)-splitting sequence if and only if d(s; Q)¿d(s; R) and G has no
(R;Q)-obstacle.
This result generalizes some results of [2]. We shall discuss these implications in
Section 5.
3.4. The structure of tight and semi-tight (R;Q)-obstacles
In this subsection, we investigate the properties of the set X that is output by R if
it halts in Step 3 (that is, it halts in case 4 of Lemma 3.7). In particular, we show
some structural connections between the tight (R;Q)-obstacles and this set X . These
structural results will be used in Section 3.5. The following important lemma applies
to every dangerous set in G′, in particular to the set X which is output by R in Step
3 (if case 2 holds).
Lemma 3.9. Let X be a dangerous set which contains all neighbours of s in G′ and
with the property that every splitting made by R added an edge with at least one
end vertex in X (or, equivalently cG′(X ) = cG(X )). For every (R;Q)-obstacle Y = X
in G with cG(Y )¿ %(G)− 1 the following is true:
(a) X ⊆ Y , or Y ⊆ X .
(b) If Y is tight, then
(b1) dG′(s; R ∩ Y ) = %(G)=2= dG′(s; R ∩ X ),
(b2) dG′(Y )6 k + 1, i.e. Y is dangerous in G′,
(b3) dG′(s; Q ∩ Y ) = dG′(s; Q ∩ X ) = dG′(s; Q).
(c) If dG′(s; Q − Y )¿ 0 then Y is semi-tight, dG′(Y ) = k, dG′(X ) = k + 1 and X is
tight.
(d) If %(G) = 2, !(G) = 1 and Q ⊂ X , then X is semi-tight, every tight obstacle W
contained in X has dG′(W ) = k and there exists a unique maximal tight (R;Q)-
obstacle Z inside X such that Q − Z = ∅.
Proof. Recall that cG(Y )¿ 1 since Y is an (R;Q)-obstacle. Let " := cG(Y )¿ %(G)−1
and ) := cG(X )¿ %(G)− 1. (The last inequality follows from Lemma 3.7(4).) Let p
be the number of splits in S (that is, in the current splitting sequence at the time when
R halts) which results in adding an edge inside V −Y . Then it follows easily from (4)
that in the graph G′ we have cG′(Y )="+2p. Similarly, since every split in S adds an
edge incident with X , we have cG′(X )=). De?ne h′(U )=dG′−s(U )+dG′(s; U−R−Q)
for all U ⊂ V and choose m¿ 0 such that dG′(s; R∩X )=dG′(s; R∩Y )+m. Applying
(4) to X; Y , we get
h′(X ) + dG′(s; Q)− dG′(s; R ∩ X ) + dG′(s; Q − X ) = k − ); (14)
h′(Y ) + dG′(s; Q)− dG′(s; R ∩ Y ) + dG′(s; Q − Y ) = k − "− 2p: (15)
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Combining (14) and (15) we get
h′(Y ) = h′(X )− m+ ()− "− 2p)− dG′(s; Q − Y ): (16)
Furthermore, since X is dangerous in G′ we have
k + 1¿ dG′(X )
= h′(X ) + dG′(s; R ∩ X ) + dG′(s; Q ∩ X ): (17)
Using that dG′(s; Q− X ) = 0, m= dG′(s; R∩ X )− dG′(s; R∩ Y ) and (17) we get from
(16) that
dG′(Y ) = h′(Y ) + dG′(s; R ∩ Y ) + dG′(s; Q ∩ Y )
= h′(X )− m+ ()− "− 2p)− dG′(s; Q − Y ) + dG′(s; R ∩ Y )
+dG′(s; Q ∩ Y )
= dG′(X )− 2m+ ()− "− 2p)− dG′(s; Q − Y )− (dG′(s; Q ∩ X )
−dG′(s; Q ∩ Y ))
6 k + 1 + ()− ")− 2(m+ p)− dG′(s; Q − Y )− (dG′(s; Q ∩ X )
−dG′(s; Q ∩ Y )): (18)
Since "¿ %(G)−1¿ )−1 this implies that dG′(Y )6 k+2. If Y is tight, then the fact
that dG′(Y )¿ k and calculation (18) immediately implies (b1)–(b3). By inspecting
the last line of (18) we see that (c) must hold (if dG′(s; Q − Y )¿ 0, then we also
have dG′(s; Q ∩ X )¿dG′(s; Q ∩ Y )).
To prove (a) we may assume that X − Y and Y − X are both non-empty. Observe
that
dG′(s; X ∩ Y )¿dG′(s; R ∩ Y ) + dG′(s; Q ∩ Y )¿ 1: (19)
The last inequality follows from Lemma 3.5 and the fact that cG′(Y )¿ 1. Suppose
?rst that dG′(Y ) = k + 2. Then it follows from (18) that ) = %(G) = " + 1, m = 0
and dG′(s; Q ∩ Y ) = dG′(s; Q ∩X ). Thus, dG′(s; X ∩ Y )¿ 2 and we get a contradiction
using (3), since dG′(X )6 k + 1. Hence, we may assume that dG′(Y )6 k + 1. Now
we get from (3) that dG′(s; X ∩Y )=1. Since dG′(s; X ∩Y )=1, we see from (19) that
dG′(s; Q ∩ Y ) = 0. On the other hand, since dG′(s; Q ∩ X ) = dG′(s; Q)¿dG′(s; R) =
dG′(s; R∩X )¿ %(G)=2, we get that dG′(s; Q−Y )+dG′(s; Q∩X )¿ 2%(G)=2¿ 2.
Inserting this in (18) and using that dG′(Y ) = k + 1, we get a contradiction. Thus (a)
is proved.
To prove (d) suppose that %(G) = 2 = !(G) + 1 and Q ⊂ X . Then it follows from
the de?nition of !(G) that X is semi-tight. Let W be a tight (R;Q)-obstacle. Since
Q ⊂ X and !(G) = 1 we cannot have X ⊂ W . Hence W ⊂ X , by (a). Note that
by (18), dG′(W ) = k and W contains all neighbours of s in R ∪ Q in G′. Hence
dG′(s;W ∩ X )¿ 2. From this and (3) it follows that the tight (R;Q)-obstacles form a
chain inside X . Furthermore, it follows from the fact that !(G)¡%(G) that if Z is
the maximal member of this chain, then Q − Z is non-empty. This proves (d).
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Lemma 3.10. Let X be the maximal dangerous set output by R in Step 3. The tight
(R;Q)-obstacles are all contained in X and they form a chain. Furthermore, if X is
semi-tight, then dG′(Y ) = k for every tight (R;Q)-obstacle Y .
Proof. By Lemma 3.9(a) and (b) every tight (R;Q)-obstacle Y is dangerous in G′
and since X is maximal dangerous Y ⊂ X must hold. If Y; Y ′ are distinct tight
(R;Q)-obstacles, then by Lemma 3.9(b1) and (b3) each of Y; Y ′ are dangerous in G′
and all s neighbours in R∪Q are contained in Y ∩Y ′ in G′. Hence dG′(s; Y ∩Y ′)¿ 2.
Now it follows from (3) that Y and Y ′ cannot be intersecting. Hence, the tight
(R;Q)-obstacles which are contained in X form a chain. If X is semi-tight, then it
follows from (18) that dG′(Y ) = k for every tight Y .
Comment. Note that we did not use the fact that k is even in this subsection. Our
arguments are valid for arbitrary k¿ 2. We shall use that observation in Section 4.
3.5. The (R;Q)-split completion problem for even k
Given a graph H = (V + s; E + F), satisfying (1) with respect to some k¿ 2, and






; !(H); dH (s; R)− dH (s; Q)
}
;
 (H) := .(H) + |F | (modulo 2);
.′(H) := .(H) +  (H):
Our main theorem gives a min–max formula for the size of the smallest (R;Q)-split
completion in terms of these parameters.
Theorem 3.11. Let k be even. Then for the minimum size 0(H) of a set F∗ of new
edges incident to s for which the graph G∗ = (V + s; E + F + F∗) has a complete
(R;Q)-feasible splitting we have
0(H) = .′(H): (20)
Proof. We ?rst prove that 0(H)¿.′(H). It is obvious that 0(H)¿dH (s; R)−dH (s; Q).
Note that by (4) and (8), adding an arbitrary edge sq from s to V will decrease % by at
most two (an edge to Q−X decreases c(X ) by 2) and !(H) by at most one in the new
graph (an edge to Q decreases c(Y ) by one if Q ⊂ Y ). It follows from Lemma 3.5 that
in order to have a complete (R;Q)-splitting, we must have %(G∗) =!(G∗) = 0 in the
augmented graph G∗. Hence, we have 0(H)¿.(H). Since a complete (R;Q)-feasible
splitting exists only if dG∗(s) is even, this implies 0(H)¿.′(H).
In what follows, we give an algorithmic proof which shows that there exists a set F∗
of at most .′(H) new edges from s to V such that there is a complete (R;Q)-feasible
splitting sequence in the graph G∗=(V+s; E+F+F∗). This will imply that 06.′(H).
Now we describe algorithm A which ?nds such a set F∗ and simultaneously we
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provide the necessary arguments to show that it is well-de?ned and gives a feasible
solution. The proof of optimality will be given afterwards.
Algorithm A has three main parts, a splitting routine (which is identical to the
routine R we described in Section 3.3), a moving routine (Step 2 below) and an
adding routine (Step 3 below). The splitting routine will be used as a subroutine in
the moving routine and in the adding routine as well.
Algorithm A. The input of the algorithm is a graph H = (V + s; E + F), satisfying
(1) with respect to some even k¿ 2 and disjoint sets R;Q ⊂ V .
Step 1a: If dH (s; R)− dH (s; Q)¿ 0 then A adds dH (s; R)− dH (s; Q) edges from s
to Q arbitrarily. (To be able to distinguish these edges from other new edges that we
may add, we call them red.) Denote by G the graph that we obtain after adding the
(possibly zero) red edges. Then A calls R with G.
Comment. The next step of the algorithm is determined by the case in which the
splitting routine called by Step 1a halts. Recall that there are four possibilities, as
shown by Lemma 3.7.
Step 1b: If R halts in case 1 (that is, it ?nds a complete (R;Q)-splitting sequence),
then (after adding a new edge from s to Q arbitrarily, if dG′(s) is odd in the current
graph) A splits o! all the remaining edges incident to s and halts with a complete
(R;Q)-feasible splitting sequence.
Step 1c: If R halts in case 2 (that is, R halts when dG′(s) is odd, dG′(s; R)=1 and
outputs two maximal dangerous sets X; Y such that X ∪ Y =V and the only neighbour
x of s in X ∩ Y is from R) then A adds one new edge sq from s to (Y −X )∩Q and
splits o! the pair (sx; sq). Then A splits o! all the remaining edges incident to s and
halts with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting sequence.
Comment. We claim that in Step 1c the splitting (sx; sq) is admissible in the graph
SG obtained from G′ by adding the new edge sq. First observe that X is still maximal
dangerous in SG. If (sx; sq) is not admissible in SG, then there exists a dangerous set Z ,
containing x; q. But then dG′(Z) = k and X and Z are intersecting, by the maximality
of X in G′′. Hence, X , Z and the existence of the edge sx contradict (3). This shows
S + (sx; sq) is a complete admissible (R;Q)-splitting. (Here S denotes the splitting
sequence output by R.)
Step 1d: If R halts in case 3 (that is, R outputs a maximal dangerous set X with
Q − X = ∅ and dG′(s) is odd and dG′(s; R) = 1 in the current graph), then A adds a
new edge sq from s to Q−X and performs the splitting (sx; sq), where x is the unique
neighbour of s in R in G′. (This splitting is admissible by an argument analogous to
that used above.) Then A splits o! all the remaining edges incident to s and halts
with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting sequence.
Step 1e: If R halts in case 4 (that is, R outputs a maximal dangerous set and
(11) holds) then A performs the moving routine, i.e. it continues with the follow-
ing Step 2. (Intuitively, the goal of the moving routine is to decrease %(G), which is
now positive, as much as possible by ‘redistributing’ the red edges, if any, added in
Step 1a.)
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Step 2a: Now A considers the graph G again, which was created in Step 1a. Let W
and W ′ be the smallest, respectively, the largest tight (R;Q)-obstacle inside X (recall
that W and W ′ exist by Lemma 3.10) and note that if X is tight, then W ′ = X . If
Q ⊂ W ′, or no red edge enters W in G, then A goes to the adding routine, i.e. it
continues with Step 3.
Step 2b: If Q −W ′ = ∅ and some red edge sq enters W then A replaces the edge
sq by another red edge sq′ where q′ ∈Q −W ′. Let G1 be the new graph obtained by
Step 2b. Then A goes to Step 1a with H := G1 (and will call the splitting routine,
since it will not add any more red edges).
Comments. We claim that replacing an edge from s to Q∩W by an edge from Q−W ′
in Step 2b decreases the value of % in the new graph by one. This follows from Lemma
3.9: if Y is a tight (R;Q)-obstacle, then by Lemma 3.9(a) and (b2) and the fact that
X is maximal dangerous, we must have Y ⊆ X . Furthermore, since W ⊆ Y ⊆ W ′, by
Lemma 3.10, we have q∈Y and q′ ∈ Y . Hence, replacing the edge sq by the edge sq′
will decrease cG(Y ) by one.
If Y is any set with cG(Y ) = %− 1, then by (a), either X ⊆ Y or Y ⊆ X . Note that
by the de?nition of c(Y ), replacing the edge sq by sq′ can only make c(Y ) increase
if we have q∈Q − Y and q′ ∈Q ∩ Y . If X ⊆ Y , then q∈Q ∩ Y and it follows that
the operation above will either decrease cG(Y ) by one or leave it unchanged. Suppose
Y ⊆ X . By Lemma 3.9(a) (applied to W ′ which is dangerous in G′) either Y ⊂ W ′
or W ′ ⊂ Y . In the ?rst case q′ ∈Q − Y and in the second case q∈Q ∩ Y . Hence in
both cases c(Y ) does not increase when we ‘move’ sq to sq′. Thus in the new graph
G1 we have %(G1) = %(G)− 1.
The next part, the so-called adding routine, adds further edges to the graph. In order to
distinguish the edges added in this part from the red edges, we call them blue edges.
Step 3a: If Q − X = ∅, then A adds one blue edge sq from s to Q − X and calls
R with the graph G′ with the edge sq added and goes to Step 3d after R halts.
Step 3b: If Q ⊆ X and either %(G)¿ 3 or X is tight, then A adds a blue edge sq
from s to Q arbitrarily, calls R with the graph G′ with the edge sq added, and goes
to Step 3d after R halts.
Step 3c: If Q ⊆ X , %(G)=2 and X is semi-tight (i.e. cG(X )=1), then A identi?es
the unique maximal set Z of degree k in G′ which satis?es that cG(Z)=2. (By Lemma
3.9(d), Q − Z = ∅.) Note that x∈Z follows from (18). Now A adds a blue edge sq
from s to Q− Z and performs the splitting (sx; sq), where sx is the unique edge from
s to R in G′. (This splitting is admissible by (3), since Z still has degree k in the new
graph after adding sq. Note that, by the maximality of Z and the fact that dG′(Z) = k,
the new graph cannot contain a dangerous superset of Z .) Now A splits o! all the
remaining edges incident to s and halts with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting (after
possibly adding a new edge from s to Q arbitrarily, if the degree of s is odd).
Comments. We claim that adding one blue edge in the adding routine decreases . in
the resulting graph by one. To see this we consider the three di!erent cases that can
occur when we perform the adding routine. If Q − X = ∅, then adding the edge sq
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decreases % by two (since, by Lemma 3.10, no tight obstacle contains Q if Q−X = ∅)
and ! by one if it is not zero. Suppose that Q ⊆ X . If X is tight, then !(G) =
%(G) in which case it is clear that adding sq decreases . by one. If X is semi-tight
and %(G)¿ 4 then !(G)¿ %(G)− 1¿ %(G)=2 and again it is clear that adding sq
decreases . by one. If %(G) = 3 and !(G) = %(G) − 1, then .(G) = 2 and since %
and ! are both decreased by one by the new edge, it follows that adding sq decreases
. by one. Finally, suppose that Q ⊆ X , %(G) = 2 and X is semi-tight, then it follows
from the description of Step 3c that adding the edge sq decreases . to zero. Hence,
this decreases . by one since .(G)¿ 1 before adding the edge.
Step 3d: If R halts in case 4 (that is, it outputs a new maximal dangerous set X ′′)
then A goes to Step 3a, i.e. it starts a new iteration of the adding routine. Else, if R
halts in case 1, 2 or 3, then A goes to Step 1b, 1c or 1d, respectively, with the current
graph. (Note that in each of those steps the algorithm splits o! all the remaining edges
incident to s and then halts with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting, after possibly
performing one more (R;Q)-split to make the (R;Q)-splitting sequence complete or
possibly adding one more edge to make d(s) even.)
Comments. This completes the description of A. Our comments given above show
that A is well de?ned and (since moving a red edge decreases % and adding a blue
edge decreases .) it halts after a ?nite number of steps with a feasible solution (that
is, with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting in a graph G∗ which was obtained from
H by adding some new edges incident to s).
The next lemma shows that the solution output by A (that is, the set of new edges
the algorithm adds) has size at most .′(H). This implies Theorem 3.11. (It is not hard
to see that A can be implemented in polynomial time. We omit these details and refer
to a similar analysis for the algorithm of the R-split completion problem in [4].)
Lemma 3.12. A adds at most .′(H) edges to the input graph H .
Proof. Suppose A adds r red edges and b blue edges to the input graph H . It may
add at most one more edge right before terminating with a complete (R;Q)-feasible
splitting. The ?rst thing to notice is that r6.(H) and, therefore, if A adds no blue
edges (that is, it does not execute Step 3) then A adds at most .′(H) edges. Now
assume the algorithm executes Step 3 at least once and b¿ 1. Let G be the current
graph at the end of Step 2. We claim that .(H)¿.(G) + r. To see this recall that
when A cannot ‘move’ any more red edges (and hence goes to Step 3) then for the
output W;W ′ of the last splitting routine (see Step 2a) we have that W and W ′ are
tight in G and either W ′ contains Q or no red edges enter W . (Here G is the original
graph H plus the red edges in their current position.) Now W or W ′ (call it Y ) shows
that .(H)¿.(G) + r as follows. Observe that in H we have cH (Y ) = cG(Y ) + 2r, if
Q − Y = ∅ and cH (Y ) = cG(Y ) + r, if Q ⊆ Y . Hence if .(G) = %(G)=2, then since
Y is tight we get .(G) = cG(Y )=2 = cH (Y )=2 − r and hence .(H)¿.(G) + r.
Similarly, if .(G)=!(G), then let Z be any tight (R;Q)-obstacle in G which contains
Q. Then we have .(G) = cG(Z) = cH (Z)− r, thus .(H)¿.(G) + r.
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Now our comments after Step 3c show that adding one blue edge in the adding
routine also decreases . by one and, hence, after adding the last blue edge we have
.(G)6.(G∗)+b for the current graph G∗. This gives .(H)¿.(G∗)+r+b¿ r+b.
Furthermore, the only other edge which may be added (in Steps 1b, 1c, 1d or 3c) and
which is neither red nor blue makes the current degree of s even. These facts imply
that altogether at most .′(H) edges are added.
4. The (R; Q)-split completion problem for odd k
In this section, we shall show how algorithm A (and the splitting routine R) can
be modi?ed in order to obtain an algorithm which delivers a feasible solution, even if
k is odd, with size at most two more than the optimum.
As we remarked earlier, the problem of ?nding an optimal solution for the (R;Q)-split
completion problem when k is odd is at least as diJcult as one of the main re-
sults of [2], where the problem of deciding whether a complete splitting satisfying
bipartition-constraints exists in a given graph was solved. The solution is quite in-
volved, see [2]. It was also shown in [2] that ?nding an ‘almost complete’ splitting
satisfying the bipartition-constraints is easy. As we shall see, ?nding an ‘almost op-
timal’ solution to the (R;Q)-splitting problem is also not diJcult to ?nd using an
algorithm which is a slightly modi?ed version of A.
In the rest of this section, we focus on those parts of algorithm A—in fact, only
the splitting routine R will have to be investigated—which are di!erent or have to be
modi?ed. It is easy to check that algorithm A (and the statements about its properties
and analysis) works even if k is odd, except for the following three situations:
(a) Case 1 holds in Step 2 of the splitting routine R. (Here the fact that R can ?nd
a longer splitting sequence was veri?ed for even k only.)
(b) When R halts then it outputs a graph with precisely one neighbour u of s in
R; dG(s; R)= 1 and there exist two intersecting maximal dangerous sets X; Y both
containing u such that all neighbours of s in Q are in X ∪ Y . (Now it is not
necessarily true that X ∪ Y = V and dG(s) is odd.)
(c) When R halts then it outputs a graph which has a local C4-obstacle with C = ∅.
We shall prove that in case (a) the splitting routine can either continue as in the
case when k is even or there is only one edge from s to R in the current graph and
then the algorithm can terminate with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting by adding
at most two more edges. In cases (b) and (c), we shall show that the algorithm can
terminate with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting by adding at most two more edges.
Otherwise we leave A unchanged. Then a similar analysis shows that only these last
two edges may be ‘superUuous’ and hence our solution is almost optimal.
In the rest of this section G′ always denotes the graph that R ?nds when it identi?es
a maximal (R;Q)-splitting sequence.
We ?rst consider case (a) when there is a unique maximal dangerous set X which
contains all neighbours of s in R ∪ Q in G′ and cG′(X ) = cG(X ) (that is, R has split
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Fig. 2. The four possible cases when R cannot substitute one split by two.
o! a pair su; sv with u; v ∈ X ). We use G˜ to denote the graph from which G′ was
obtained (w.l.o.g) by splitting o! the pair (su; sw), where u; w∈V − X . (We shall use
several times that X is also maximal dangerous in G˜.)
Our ?rst observation shows that if dG′(s; R)¿ 2, then we can indeed ?nd two new
splittings G˜ to replace the last one as in the case when k is even.
Lemma 4.1. If dG′(s; X ∩R); dG′(s; X ∩Q)¿ 2, then there exist u′ ∈X ∩R and w′ ∈X ∩
Q such that the pair (su; sw′) is admissible in G˜ and the pair (su′; sw) is admissible
in G˜uw′ .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.6 and the fact that s has at least two edges to X ∩Q,
that there exists w′ ∈Q∩X such that the pair (su; sw′) is admissible in G˜. In G˜uw′ X is
still dangerous, but it may not be maximal dangerous. Let X ′ be a maximal dangerous
set containing X in G˜uw′ . It follows from the fact that X is maximal dangerous in G˜ that
w ∈ X ′. Hence, we can apply Lemma 2.6 again (using X ′ and w as the neighbour of s
outside of X ′) in the graph G˜uw′ and it follows from the fact that dG˜uw′ (s; X ∩ R)¿ 2
that there exists u′ ∈X ∩ R such that the pair (su′; sw) is admissible in G˜uw′ .
If dG′(s; R) = 1 and some previous split (su; sw) was made outside of X , then it is
not always the case that we can replace the split (su; sw) by two splits incident with
X . The following lemma characterizes when this cannot be done (see Fig. 2.) (We
shall not use this lemma when modifying A).
Comment. We note that a complicated analysis based on Lemma 4.2 shows that in
some cases it is possible to undo two splits and then perform three new splits and
hence obtain a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting sequence.
Lemma 4.2. If s has only one edge su′ to X ∩ R, then either there exists a vertex
w′ ∈X ∩ Q such that the pair (su; sw′) is admissible in G˜ and the pair (su′; sw) is
admissible in G˜uw′ , or one of the following holds in G˜:
(i) d(s; X ∩ Q)¿ 2 and there exist a maximal dangerous set Y with u′; w∈Y and
u ∈ Y ,
(ii) s has only one edge sw′ to X ∩Q and there exists a maximal dangerous set Z ′
with u′; w∈Z ′ and u; w′ ∈ Z ′. Furthermore, the pair (su; sw′) is admissible in G˜,
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(iii) s has only one edge sw′ to X ∩ Q and there exists a maximal dangerous set Z
with u; w′ ∈Z and u′; w ∈ Z . Furthermore, the pair (su′; sw) is admissible in G˜,
(iv) s has only one edge sw′ to X ∩ Q and there exists a maximal dangerous sets
Y; Z such that u′; w∈Y; u ∈ Y; u; w′ ∈Z and w ∈ Z .
Proof. Suppose ?rst that d(s; X ∩Q)¿ 2. Then it follows from Lemma 2.6 that there
exists a w′ ∈X ∩Q such that the pair (su; sw′) is admissible in G˜. If (su′; sw) is admis-
sible in G˜uw′ we are done, so assume that there exists a maximal dangerous set Y in
G˜uw′ containing u′; w. We claim that neither w′ nor u are in Y , implying that we have
the situation in (i). If u; w′ are both in Y , then Y is also maximal dangerous in G′ and
since X is maximal dangerous X − Y is nonempty and we get a contradiction using
(3) since dG(s; X ∩ Y )¿ 2. If w′ ∈Y and u ∈ Y , then Y is also maximal dangerous in
G˜ and again we get a contradiction using X and (3). Finally, note that if u∈Y; w ∈
Y then Y is also dangerous in G˜, contradicting the fact that (su; sw) is admissible
in G˜.
Suppose now that d(s; X ∩Q)=1 and let w′ be the unique neighbour of s in X ∩Q in
G. It follows from our arguments above that if (su; sw′) is admissible in G˜, then either
(su′sw) is admissible in G˜uw′ , or there exists a maximal dangerous set Z containing
u′; w but none of u; w′. In the last case we have the situation in (ii). Hence we can
assume that (su; sw′) is not admissible in G˜ and then we can conclude by symmetry
(dG˜(s; Q) = dG˜(s; R)) that either the pair (su
′; sw) is admissible in G˜ and we have the
situation in (iii), or (su′; sw) is not admissible in G˜ in which case we have the situation
in (iv).
Summarizing our arguments in case (a), we modify R as follows. If Case 1 holds
in Step 2 and d(s; R)¿ 2 then R creates a longer splitting sequence as described in
Lemma 4.1 (this is similar to the case when k is even). If d(s; R) = 1 then R adds
a new edge sq from s to Q − X arbitrarily (notice that Q − X = ∅ if Case 1 holds
in Step 2 of R) and splits o! sq with the remaining edge sr(r ∈R). As before, it is
easy to see that this splitting is admissible. Then R splits o! all the remaining edges
incident to s (after possibly adding one more edge to make d(s) even) and terminates
with a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting.
Suppose now that case (b) applies when R gets stuck. Let X; Y be the maximal
dangerous sets satisfying that the unique neighbour r of s in G′ is in X ∩ Y and each
of X − Y , Y − X contain a neighbour of s in Q. In this case, R ?nds a complete
(R;Q)-splitting by adding a new edge sq, where q is a neighbour of s in (Y −X )∩Q
in G′, and splitting the pair (sr; sq). As before, it is easy to prove, using (3) and the
fact that X is still maximal dangerous, that this splitting is admissible. If dG′(s) was
even, then R adds yet another edge to get a graph with d(s) even and d(s; R)= 0 and
then splits o! all the remaining edges incident to s and terminates with a complete
(R;Q)-feasible splitting.
Finally suppose that case (c) applies, that is R ?nds a C4-obstacle A1; A2; B1; B2; C
with C = ∅ when it cannot ?nd any more (R;Q)-splits. Since C is empty, it follows
that in the input graph H there are edges from s to R∪Q only. Thus, we have NH (s) ⊆
R ∪ Q and the (R;Q)-split completion problem reduces to a partition-constrained split
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Fig. 3. A graph H with 0(H)=.′(H)+2. The value of k is 5 and d(X )=d(Y )=k+3, d(A)=d(B)=d(C)=k.
Here X = A ∪ B and Y = A ∪ C. The black dots (white boxes) illustrate the neighbours of s in R(Q). The
numbers on the edges indicate the number of parallel copies of that edge. Edges with no number have
multiplicity one. By replacing the edge between A and B as well as that between A and C by r¿ 0 edges,
the example can be generalized to work for arbitrary odd k¿ 3.
completion problem (see the next section for more details). This problem was solved
in [2] and, hence, we can ?nd an optimal solution in this case.
To see that the number of edges added by A is at most .′(H) + 2 observe that
the analysis of the previous section shows that every red or blue edge added by the
modi?ed A reduces the current .′ value by one—except the last one or two edges
which are added right before termination.
Fig. 3 shows that for every odd k¿ 3 we may have 0(H) = .′(H) + 2. One can
easily check that .′(H) = 0 but there is no complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting. To see
the latter, observe that there can be at most one (R;Q)-split ‘inside’ X and at most
one (R;Q)-split ‘inside’ Y . Hence, we cannot ?nd a complete (R;Q)-splitting which
would require three (R;Q)-splits.
5. Remarks
In [2], the following partition-constrained k-edge-connectivity augmentation prob-
lem was solved: given a graph H=(V; E), an integer k¿ 2 and a partition P={P1∪· · ·∪
Pr}; r¿ 2 of V ; ?nd a minimum cardinality set F of new edges to add to H so that
no edge of F has both end-vertices in some Pi and G=(V; E∪F) is k-edge-connected.
An important part of the solution included, using our current terminology, the solution
of the partition-constrained split completion problem, where the extra constraint is that
every split edge must connect di!erent classes of the given partition. When k is even,
it was shown that a complete splitting satisfying the partition constraints exists if and
only if d(s) is even and d(s; Xi)6d(s)=2 for every 16 i6 r. Hence, for the size of
an optimal solution to the partition-constrained split completion problem (that is, the
minimum number 0(H) of new edges one must add from s to V in H=(V+s; E+F) to
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guarantee a complete splitting) we have 0(H)=max{d(s)=2−d(s)=2; 2d(s; Xj)−|F |},
where Xj maximizes d(s; Xj). It was also shown in [2] that in the case when k is odd
there exists a solution using at most max{d(s)=2−d(s)=2; 2d(s; Xj)− |F |}+2 edges
and it was characterized, in terms of certain ‘obstacles’, which are similar to our local
C4-obstacle, when these two extra edges are necessary.
Note that a special case of Theorem 3.8 is when N (s) ⊆ R∪Q. In this case, which
includes the bipartition-constrained splitting problem—taking P={R; {q1}; : : : ; {q|Q|}},
where Q={q1; : : : ; q|Q|}—it follows from [2] that if d(s) is even and d(s; Q)¿d(s; R),
then there exists a complete (R;Q)-feasible splitting. The next lemma shows how this
follows from Theorem 3.8 by proving that there can be no (R;Q)-obstacles in this
case.
Lemma 5.1. Let k be even and let N (s) ⊆ R∪Q. If d(s) is even and d(s; Q)¿d(s; R),
then there is no (R;Q)-obstacle (and hence by Theorem 3.8 there exists a complete
(R;Q)-feasible splitting).
Proof. Suppose X is an (R;Q)-obstacle. Since d(s; Q)¿d(s; R), we have
d(s; R− X )6d(s; Q ∩ X ) + d(s; Q − X )− d(s; R ∩ X ): (21)
Since X is an (R;Q)-obstacle, we have c(X )¿ 0 and we get
dG(V − X ) = dG−s(V − X ) + dG(s; R− X ) + dG(s; Q − X )
6 dG−s(X ) + (dG(s; Q ∩ X ) + dG(s; Q − X )
−dG(s; R ∩ X )) + dG(s; Q − X )
= dG−s(X ) + dG(s; Q)− (dG(s; R ∩ X )− dG(s; Q − X ))¡k; (22)
contradicting (1) (here we used (21), (4) and d(s; V − R− Q) = 0).
As mentioned earlier, there is a close connection between the split completion prob-
lem with respect to some property P and the augmentation problem with respect to
property P. We refer the reader to [4] for more details.
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